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1.0

Background

There is now a significant body of research that can inform government and motoring club
policy development and advocacy on vehicle crash risk and occupant injury outcomes and
their relationship with new vehicle safety technologies. This document aims to synthesise
the range of research outputs into a cohesive and comprehensive message, taking into
account all available research knowledge through a review of past VSRG research outcomes
as well as other research published internationally in the context of the local research and
associated issues. This document is available as a ready and concise reference on the
current state of research knowledge and provides an interpretation of the research
evidence and the implications the research may have on road safety policy and strategy
development in the area of safer vehicles, so that government agencies and motoring clubs
may respond in a rapid and informed way to requests from within agency, from government
and from the public.

Scope
This document focuses on crash reductions and occupant injury outcomes affected by new
vehicle active safety technologies. Innovations in vehicle design are not discussed in this
document. This document does not discuss the causes of crashes. Where available,
efficacies of the technologies on targeted crashes have been provided using estimates based
on real word crash data. In addition, references to relevant cost-benefit analyses have been
included.
Unless otherwise stated:
• injuries and fatalities are referring to vehicle occupant injuries and fatalities
produced by single vehicle or vehicle to vehicle collisions, and
• confidence intervals for estimates obtained from analysis refer to 95%
confidence intervals.
The document begins with the current status safety technology fleet penetration and crash
trends in Australia and New Zealand for light and heavy vehicles. It then synthesises this
information with the current knowledge on occupant protection provided by both primary
and secondary safety technologies within vehicles. Projected savings and fleet penetration
and vehicle choice are then briefly addressed.
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2.0

Light and heavy vehicle trends in Australia and New Zealand
2.1

Registered Australian Vehicles

The Australian Motor Vehicle Census (9309.0) reported average annual growth in registrations of
buses, light rigid trucks and articulated trucks that surpassed growth for passenger vehicles over the
period 2008-2013. The growth was 2% p.a. for passenger vehicles, 4.6% p.a. for light rigid trucks,
3.0% p.a. for buses, 2.9% p.a. for articulated trucks and 1.4% p.a. for heavy rigid trucks (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 2013).
BITRE has estimated a greater growth in Vehicle Kilometres travelled for heavy vehicles than for
passenger vehicles over the period 2006 to 2010: forecasts are for 2008-2010. The percent increase
from 2006, over the period, is 0.46 for petrol fuelled passenger vehicles, 5.0 for diesel fuelled rigid
trucks, 10.7 for diesel fuelled articulated trucks and 8.2 for buses of all fuel types (Bureau of
Infrastructure Transport and Regional Economics [BITRE] 2011).

2.2
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Light Vehicles involved in injury crashes from 2000 to 2010

Approximately 70% of Australian light vehicle injury crashes are multivehicle crashes; most
are with other passenger vehicles; there was an average of 1.8 vehicles per crash (higher in
WA) and 1.6 to 1.7 passenger vehicles per crash.
Australian light vehicles involved in injury crashes averaged 1.5 occupancy; light commercials
averaged 1.3.
65% (NSW) to 84% (WA) of Australian injury crashes were in metropolitan locations.
About 60% of Australian injury crashes were at intersection locations.
With the exception of South Australia, which is noticeably older, the fleets in each Australian
state had a similar age distribution (Figure 1).
Crashworthiness ratings (CWR) have declined, nationally, and for each jurisdiction and
market group (Figure 3): If current trends in injury crashes and in light vehicle safety
continue to 2020, occupant injuries from injury crashes are expected to decrease to 20 to
40% of Australian 2010 levels (Figure 2).
Aggressivity ratings have remained fairly constant with evidence of a small increase of about
only 0.1% units nationally over the 11 year period (Figure 4): commercial vans and utilities
and medium and large SUVs consistently had the poorest aggressivity, so much so that
increases of up to 0.7 percent units were seen for commercial vehicles over the period;
medium SUVs have shown the largest decrease in aggressivity over the period, dropping
from 4.8 to 4.4 over the period.

Figure 1
Vehicle Age distribution by Australian
jurisdiction for crash data from 2000 to 2010

Figure 2
Proportion of 2010 occupant injuries expected
in 2011 to 2020 due only to current trends in
vehicle safety, Australia
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New Zealand

New Zealand

Figure 3
Crashworthiness ratings of injury crash
passenger vehicles, by jurisdiction

2.3

Figure 4
Aggressivity ratings of injury crash passenger
vehicles, by jurisdiction

Australian Heavy Vehicles (>4.5t) involved in all 2008 to 2010 (inclusive)
Police reported crash types

83% of Police reported heavy vehicle crashes were multi-vehicle crashes; 89% of
these involved a passenger vehicle.
• 73% were located in metropolitan regions, and were generally less severe crashes;
however 71% of injury and 62% of property damage road train crashes were in rural
or remote regions.
• Counts of road train crashes have increased and these crashes tend to occur in rural
and remote regions and tend to be serious.
• 40% of heavy vehicle crashes were located at intersections, and were generally less
severe than at other locations
• 26% were rear-end crashes, however, rear-end crashes were found to be
proportionally less represented with increased crash severity.
• 5% were head on crashes; however 33% of fatal crashes were head-on crashes.
• 90% of (non-bus) crashed heavy vehicles were occupied by only the driver.
(Truck single occupancy was only 62% in New Zealand)
• Single vehicle and particularly (first event heavy vehicle) roll over crashes (5%), were
likely to have a serious outcome.
•
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3.0

Sensor Technology

Active safety technology efficacy is dependent upon the range, field of view, accuracy and
precision of sensing devices. Sensing devices on motor vehicles which work under the full
range of EMC, speed, light and weather conditions are still under development. Actual
sensors work with a less than 180° field of view, but still need to be able to identify vehicles,
pedestrians and objects of all sizes, distinguish pedestrians and vehicles from objects, and
track them over time in a way that will enable sufficient braking time and distance. To
maximise the working ranges, a variety of sensor technology is employed, including radar
and stereo vision (Matsui, Han et al. 2011). Combining the information from several
different and disparate devices is called sensor fusion. If the information is redundant it may
be used to eliminate false positives. Forward looking sensors may alert the driver to a
collision, or may be incorporated with passive deployable systems or with brake assist or
autonomous braking systems to enhance or automate (respectively) the braking process
(Hardy, Lawrence et al. 2007). Rearward sensors and cameras can aid with prevention of
low-speed reversing collisions.
Camera sensors are used to recognise pedestrians, vehicles and objects, with high
resolution, from their contour and their expected movements. Previously depth could only
be measured if cameras were used in stereo, however, depth and speed can now be
measured using single cameras without RADAR with the use of complex algorithms, such as
those produced by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Salari and Ouyang 2013). Cameras are
used to detect lane markings in Lane Departure Warning (LDW) systems; these forward
facing sensors may also be used for Forward Collison Warning (FCW) (Raphael, Kiefer et al.
2011) without the support of RADAR due to recent developments in the algorithms used to
interpret image scale change. The camera alone can predict trajectories of vehicles in front
of the camera and estimate the time to collision. Current camera technology allows for
changes in light intensity such as that produced by tunnels. Camera technology to identify
vulnerable road users in the vehicle’s path has room for further development (Bours,
Kietlinski et al. 2013). Cameras with SVM have been developed to specifically warn drivers
of motorcycles travelling in blind spots and provide both daytime and night-time
information on the position and vehicle type (Fernandez, Llorca et al. 2013). Real time
single rear camera blind-spot detection systems have been developed which function well in
fair weather; they make swifter calculations by comparing actual appearance with geometry
based predictions (Tsuchiya, Tanaka et al. 2012).
In addition, cameras may be used without automated warning systems, by providing side
and rear vision video of blind spots to drivers of heavier vehicles. A study (Fitch, Blanco et
al. 2011) of the use of such cameras on large commercial vehicles found that the cameras
were able to assist the drivers without deteriorating their driving performance. The drivers
particularly found useful the night vision enhancement, side blind-spot vision when
preparing to turn or merging and rear vision when reversing. Side view cameras have been
Active vehicle safety technologies in light and heavy vehicles
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found more effective at reducing crash rates when changing lanes than side-view mirror
offering the same view (Oshida and Nishiguchi 2013). 2010 costs of such blind spot
monitoring systems has been estimated at between €200 and €600 (Robinson 2010).
Camera technology is sensitive to debris on lens, obscured objects and heavy rain or fog.
Radar sensors are reliable for both vehicle and pedestrian movement detection (Holding,
Chinn et al. 2001). Different radar sensors are useful for long range early prediction and
shorter range tracking (McCarthy and Simmons 2005). In general radar technology has
inferior resolution to image based devices, but can complement the high resolution of
camera technology in sensor fusion which is particularly useful for night sensing. Radar
performance is reduced when the object has low radar reflectivity properties (e.g. objects
with low metal content or objected sized ≤ radar wavelength).
McCarthy et al. (2005) also evaluated High Resolution Radar (HRH) which is a short range
radar operating in the 24 GHz ISM band. It was found to perform well with velocity vectors
parallel to the vehicle, however there was a tendency for false deployment for near miss
scenarios with the pedestrian velocity at an oblique angle to the vehicle.
Infrared sensors have been found able to differentiate pedestrians from incident and
reflective solar light. Enhancing night vision is useful for older drivers who are more
sensitive to light conditions when trying to make out objects on path. Monocular infra-red
cameras for night time pedestrian detection are still in development (Liu, Zhuang et al.
2013). Near infra-red (NIR) and far-infrared (FIR) sensors are able to create an image that
differentiates objects from the environment at night on a centrally mounted display in a
heads-up or heads-down configuration (Cairney, Imberger et al. 2010). FIR sensors work
better than NIR sensors at enhancing the visibility of pedestrians, but it is at the cost of a
less realistic and translatable image (ibid.). The display can be enhanced by radar. The
efficiency of Infra-red sensing may be reduced by thermal insulation or hot ambient
conditions.
Infra-red technology fitment availability is limited to high-end vehicles as standard or as an
option at a cost of about $3,000 (ibid.). As a retrofit in cars and motorcycles, it can be
rented from about $60 per week (ibid.) from Vissacon (http://www.vissacon.com.au). Infrared detectors are available in vehicles manufactured by Cadillac, Lexus, BMW, Audi, Honda,
Mercedes and Toyota.
Photonic Mixing Devices (PMD) sensors capture grey-scale and distance information of
pedestrian shape and posture with near infrared (850nm) technology, acting with
perception up to several metres.
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) uses short laser pulses to measure the distance to and
velocity of a pedestrian or object. These systems require line of sight and good reflectivity
properties so are adversely affected by objects in path, fog and heavy rain.
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Ultrasonic (Sonic) sensors use high frequency sound waves to measure distance, velocity
and angular position of objects within a short or medium range. Their low cost and fast
responses are offset by their sensitivity to changes in operating voltage.
Sensors which provide only a warning (audible, visual or vibration) have the disadvantage of
providing a distraction at a time when the driver is already dealing with a danger (Saad,
Hjalmdahl et al. 2005); sensors teamed with an appropriate automated response help
reduce the danger without the additional cognitive workload burden for the driver.
Forward collision sensors may have difficulty in accurately sensing certain situations such as:
when a vehicle “cuts-in” suddenly, when the vehicle in front is too close to give time for a
reaction, when the object is too small or too far to the side relative to the active vehicle or
when traffic is merging.
With improvement in reliability, integration with passive and active systems may allow for
earlier detection and greatly enhance the performances of the systems (McCarthy and
Simmons 2005).
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4.0

Warning Systems

Warning systems consist of audible, visual and/or tactile/haptic devices which alert the
driver to a danger which has been sensed using the sensor systems discussed in Section 3.0.
Visual devices (or Human Machine Interfaces, HMI) are usually mounted on the instrument
panel or windscreen. It has been recommended that larger heads up and top-of-dashboard
displays are less distracting than instrument panel display when carrying out the task required of the
warning (Perez, Kiefer et al. 2009). Tactile devices, also known as motor priming’ may travel

through the driver seat or steering wheel. In the case of Lane Departure Warnings, auditory
signals have had more driver acceptance than motor priming signals, however, the
improved efficacy achieved by signalling direct to the hands has been established (Navarro,
Mars et al. 2010). It has been recommended, that where a warning is being applied to a
potentially fatigued driver (e.g. FMS and LDWS) a visual warning alone is insufficient
(Robinson 2010). In addition, Robinson (2010) reminds us that visual warnings should only
be provided for low priority warnings as they take the drivers vision away from a potential
hazard. Warning systems do not provide automatic intervention, so they must be delivered
with sufficient time for the driver to respond to the warning.
4.1

Forward Collision Warning/Alert (FCW)

Forward Collision Warning Systems (FCWS) use laser, radar, infra-red, ultrasonic, visual
imaging or mm Wave sensors, sometimes in combination, with cameras to monitor the
distance to and the speed of objects directly in a vehicle’s path and alerts the driver of
danger. Sensors typically may detect from 30 to 20m ahead of the vehicle with a 2.5 to 5.5
degree vertical field of view and a scanning rate of 10 to 25 Hz. A warning is issued if the
system determines that a collision is likely. It is left to the driver to respond appropriately to
the warning without intervention. Thus the system must be able to predict the time to
collision (TTC) and warn the driver with sufficient time to respond; in order to pass current
US test, a warning must be delivered at least 2.0 to 2.4 s TTC (Kusano, Gabler et al. 2014).
They work at speeds from 7 to 250 km/h if warning of the preceding vehicle is moving, and
at speeds from 7 to 70 km/h if the target is stationary. FCWS are often coupled with LDWS
and autonomous braking devices.
Forward collision warning devices directly target forward on-path collisions such as crashes
with vehicles travelling in the same direction which were hit in the rear and crashes with
objects or vehicles parked/stopped on path. They are less effective at sensing crashes
involving a collision with something in the path which was either not a vehicle or not
travelling in the same direction, such as crashes with trains, aeroplanes, pedestrians,
animals and objects falling in their path, crashes with vehicles heading in the opposite
direction, crashes with vehicles travelling across the path and crashes whilst manoeuvring.
They may work on curved roads depending upon line of site and road-side clutter. In 2010,
more than 80% of Australian police reported passenger vehicle (and approximately 60% of
heavy vehicle) injury crashes could be seen as in some way sensitive to FCWS.
Production FCW systems have been evaluated to prevent between 9 and 53% of all rear-end
collisions and between 19 and 60% of injured (MAIS2+) drivers (Kusano, Gabler et al. 2014).
Active vehicle safety technologies in light and heavy vehicles
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The US DOT found that 20.6% of heavy vehicle rear-end collisions could be prevented by
FCW systems (Fitch 2008). Many FCWS systems are co-fitted with ACC, and together they
contribute to reducing the same crash types. A study separated the effects of FCW (forward
collision warning) and ACC (adaptive cruise control) with an advanced electronically
controlled braking system in a study of 100 Volvo prime movers (Battelle 2007). It was
found that the FCW was the main contributor to rear-end crash reduction effects; the
effects of the ACC with the electronic braking system were statistically insignificant. A 21%
reduction in rear-end heavy vehicle crashes from FCW (Battelle 2007, Fitch 2008, Rakha
2010) was found. The advantage was attributed to the finding that drivers in heavy vehicles
with FCWS adopted following distances 4.6m longer. This finding was supported by Kessler
(2012) where FCW + ACC systems were found to increase headway time by 5% for trucks on
motorways in Europe.
FCW systems have been found in large scale field operation testing to be positively
perceived, and most useful on motorways in normal traffic: 70% of drivers felt that they
increased safety (Kessler 2012).
FCW systems are generally not standard to most new vehicles but may be available as an
option at a cost of approximately $1000 (Anderson 2012).
4.2

Lane departure warning systems (LDW)

This technology targets unintentional departure from a lane. It uses forward and side/rear
viewing cameras to identify reflective lane markings to establish a vehicle’s position within a
lane, and to determine the road alignment and the vehicle’s speed, yaw rate and direction
of travel. Alternatively, Infra-red sensors under the front bumper may be used to detect
line markings. LDW systems determine the intention of the driver from information on
steering angle and indicator use. If the system decides that the lane departure is
unintentional and the driver has taken no corrective action, the system responds first with a
warning sound and light flash, and later with a steering wheel shudder (if the first warning is
ignored). In trucks, visual displays may provide constant monitoring of position in lane, and
provide statistical summaries of positioning for the journey. Some systems go as far as
taking corrective action usually in the form of applying braking to a single wheel to correct
the path of the vehicle. LDW systems work well with Autonomous Emergency Braking
Systems (AEBS) and help prevent fatigue related crashes.
Lane departure warnings are designed to prevent unintentional movement from lanes; so
LDW sensitive crashes do not include crashes resulting from deliberate turns, nor crashes
occurring without lane departure such as ‘out of control on the carriageway’ types. It is also
unlikely that LDW systems will be as effective at preventing crashes resulting from lane
departure when the driver is speeding or under the influence of alcohol, because other
factors are involved which impair or reduce the time for the driver respond to the warning.
The lane departure crashes prevented by LDWS include, single-vehicle roadway departure
crashes and same direction and opposite direction lane departure multi-vehicle crashes.
These crash types include side-swipes, rollover and head-on crash outcomes.
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Delineation must be present, and of sufficient quality, for the majority of systems to work;
LDWS systems are of little use to off-road vehicles. However, some systems can sense the
road edge independent of line markings. The LDW systems work at a typical minimum
tracking speed of 60 km/h for heavy and light vehicles, and do not provide warnings below
this speed, so their effectiveness is limited in urban areas. Because they are optical based
systems, their limitations are not restricted to vehicle speed (and delineated roads).
Weather may cause reflective interference and snow may cover the delineation, however,
the use of wipers is read by some systems to adjust for weather conditions. Sharp curves
may also prove problematic to sensors.
In 2010, although only 14% of Australian police reported passenger vehicle injury crashes
were in some way sensitive to LDW systems; these crashes accounted for approximately
50% of passenger vehicle fatal injury crashes. Lane Departure crashes in the USA have been
characterised as:
•

on straight roads,

•

2.6% on one lane roads, 78.3% on 2 lane roads,

•

49.6% on roads 3.5 to <4.0m wide, 23.1% on roads 3.0 to <3.5m wide, 9.4% on roads
4.0 to <5.0m wide,

•

78.2% no injury, 14.8% slight injury, 5.8% severe injury and 1.2% fatality,

•

having the average pre-crash speed distribution as depicted in Figure 5 and

•

66% occurring without any prior avoidance manoeuvre (Figure 6)(Teraoka, Tanaka et
al. 2014).

Figure 5
Cumulative distribution of travel speed in lane
departure crashes (Teraoka, Tanaka et al.
2014)

Figure 6
Avoidance manouvres in lane departure
crashes (Teraoka, Tanaka et al. 2014)

Another study using event data recorders demonstrated that prior to a lane departure
crash, 65% of drivers were exceeding the speed limit and almost half of the drivers under
study did not apply the brakes pre-crash, instead relying on steering manoeuvres to avoid
the crash; these (little or no change) drivers tended to be older with a median age of 46
compared with the early braking median age of 27 (Kusano and Gabler 2013).
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Production LDW systems have been evaluated to prevent between 29 and 32% of all run-off
road crashes and between 25 and 27% of injured (MAIS3+) drivers (Kusano, Gabler et al.
2014). Robinson (2010) estimated effectiveness (crashes avoided) from weighting the
estimates from a thorough literature survey (Table 1). Houser (2009) assessed efficacy (in
large trucks) in reducing the LDW system sensitive crashes as: 23-53 % for single vehicle
roadway departure collisions, 24-50 % for single vehicle roadway departure rollovers, and
23-46 % for same direction lane departure and other direction lane departure over-thelane-line multi-vehicle collisions. The lower figure of the range was evaluated from a Mack
field operation test studying single vehicle run-off road crashes and rollovers not caused by
an impact. The upper figure resulted from motor carrier information.
Table 1 : Effectiveness rates for LDW by target (LDW sensitive) crashes (Robinson 2010)
Head-on &
Run-off road
side-swipe
Severity
Light vehicle Heavy
vehicle
16%-48%
16%
48%
Fatal
12%-36%
12%
36%
Serious
7%-20%
7%
20%
Slight
The relationship between efficacy and warning of time to lane change (TTLC) and between
efficacy and detection range (Figure 7 and Figure 8 ) were evaluated with the conclusions that
LDW is more effective at reducing crash frequency than mitigating damage and that casualty
reduction benefits gained by increasing detector range may be offset by reduced driver
acceptance from false positive warnings (Tanaka, Mochida et al. 2012).

Figure 7
Relationship between warning onset and
estimated casualty reduction (Tanaka,
Mochida et al. 2012)

Figure 8
Relationship between sensor dectection range
and estimated casualty reduction (Tanaka,
Mochida et al. 2012)

LDW systems are generally not standard to most new vehicles but may be available as an
option (at a cost of ~€400 in passenger vehicles (Robinson 2010)). The feature started as
standard on some Audi and Mercedes passenger vehicle models and optional in BMW,
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Volvo and other Audi and Mercedes models with costs varying from $1400 to $2075. The
feature is becoming more widely available and is expected to get much cheaper.The cost of
purchasing and installing a LDWS in 2009, in the USA, into a large truck, was estimated at
US$1,000 to $1,500 (Houser 2009) and LDWS are available to heavy vehicles fleets as an
after-market product. An economic analysis of LDWS for large trucks performed in the USA
by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) in 2009 over a five year crash
period (Houser 2009) found LDWS to have a cost benefit ranging from 1.37 to 6.55
depending upon the system efficacies, distances travelled by a vehicle and system purchase
prices. Furthermore, a European study (Robinson 2010) of crashes in N2, N3, M2 and M3
(Australian NB, NC, MD and ME) vehicles (goods vehicles with GVW>3.5t and buses with >8
seats per person) averaged over four years, found LDWS to be cost effective over a wide
range of model assumptions; their benefit to cost ratio was even found to be greater than 1
for off-road and urban vehicles.
The EuroFot study (Kessler 2012) found that drivers found LDWS systems useful when
fatigued but otherwise irritating, despite the system being found to improve lateral control,
slightly increase indicator usage and decrease lateral crash events. This study did not find
an increased traffic or environmental efficiency associated with LDWS systems.
Europe has mandated LDWS in the vehicles of the Robinson (2010) study. A National Road
Safety Strategy November 2012 progress report 1 informed that mandating LDWS in heavy
vehicles in Australia is under consideration.
4.3

Side blind spot/ lane change warning/assistance (LCW)

This technology targets crashes that occur during intentional lane changes. 78% of all lane
change accidents have been characterised with the driver being unaware of the hazard in
the new lane and 65% have been characterised as collisions between vehicles travelling at
similar speeds (Jung, Cho et al. 2010). When a road user attempts a lane change without
noticing a potential hazard, typically in the driver blind spots of the vehicle, the system
alerts the driver. This technology uses sonar, visible light, infra-red (near and far), radar
and/or cameras to detect the presence of other road users slightly behind or alongside of
the vehicle and uses a number of sensors to determine whether or not a lane change or
merger is intentional and alerts the driver of danger. It is left to the driver to respond
appropriately to the warning. Visual displays are typically in or near the side mirror, and in
trucks multiple indicators are used to show the position of the hazard. Audible or haptic
warnings will follow.
The speed to activate the blind spot sensors is typically 10-30 km/h and for the LCW
sensors, 60 km/h. The blind spot detection area is typically 3.0±0.5 m laterally and 3.0-9.5m.
For LCW the distance behind extends to 90m. The sensors recognise that the hazard is in
the adjacent (and not further away) lane, work in congested traffic, and are able to
recognise fast approaching vehicles (with RADAR technology).
Sensitive crashes include side-swipe crashes and collisions with vehicles travelling in the
same direction, colliding during lane change manoeuvres. Less sensitive crashes may
1

Department of Infrastructure and Transport (2012). National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020:

Implementation status report. Canberra, Department of Infrastructure and Transport, Australia.
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include those occurring whilst manoeuvring in or out of a parking space. Only 5% of 2010
Australian Police reported passenger vehicle injury crashes could be identified as in some
way sensitive to LCWS.
Robinson (2010) estimated effectiveness (crashes avoided) from weighting the estimates
from a thorough literature survey (Table 2).
Table 2 : Effectiveness rates for LCW by target (LCW sensitive) crashes (Robinson 2010)
Severity
side-swipe
Manoeuvring, turning, parking
Fatal
15%-60%
0%-60%
Serious
15%-60%
0%-60%
Slight
15%-60%
0%-60%
The EuroFot study (Kessler 2012) found that drivers positively evaluated blind spot warning
systems, finding them useful in heavy traffic without increasing workload: 80% felt that they
increased safety.
It was first seen standard or optional in Mercedes and Audi passenger vehicle models and
optional for $1275-$1550 in Volvo passenger vehicle models but is now becoming more
widely available in cheaper new vehicles. Robinson (2010) costed LCW systems at ~€600.
Blind spot warning systems are also known as BLIS (Blind Spot Information Systems) and
LCW systems may also be known as Lane Keeping Assist (LKA).
4.4

Fatigue warning/management systems (FMS)

This technology, sometimes called drowsy driver warning systems, targets crashes resulting
from driver fatigue such as those that occur when the driver is not in control. Fatigue may
be detected by using infrared cameras to detect changes in eyelid movements of the driver,
by using sensors to detect erratic steering wheel movements or a combination of these.
Once fatigue is detected the driver may be alerted with an audible signal. It commenced as
standard to the Mercedes S Class and is available on Volvo trucks for $1500. FMS are also
becoming cheaper and more widely available.
Sensitive crashes are those identified in data as caused by fatigue related and are likely to
include head-on and single vehicle crashes. These types of crashes may also be mitigated via
lane departure warning systems. Loss of control crashes may also be included in this list
where no other relevant factor such as overtaking or speeding could be identified as a factor
for the manoeuvre. Crashes are less sensitive to this technology when the driver is impaired
by alcohol or drugs. Fatigue related crashes are generally not identified with consistency in
Australian Crash data.
4.5

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)

Within the ‘Warning Systems’ group ADAS add driver face detection and recognition or
driver head position to FCW and LDW systems. This enables the number of false warnings
provided to be reduced. Driver sensors monitor the driver’s visual distraction state.
Basically, if a driver is not found to be distracted, awareness of the driving environment is
not a problem, and a hazard alert is then not only likely to be unnecessary but also likely to
be an annoyance. Thus in recognition of driver alertness, the warning is delayed. As the
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warnings are designed to alert drivers of hazards that they may have missed, warnings are
issued as per usual if the driver is found to be distracted. The reduction in warnings has
been found to increase driver acceptance of the technologies. (Trust in the non-adaptive
system is reduced by false positives and by warnings received after the driver has begun
braking.) However, some have suggested that the increased acceptance observed is a trait
of more aggressive drivers (Jamson, Lai et al. 2008).
Driver monitoring techniques have included detecting and tracking eye-gaze, driver face
and instantaneous head pose (Hammoud, Smith et al. 2008) monitoring. ‘Head pose’ was
found to be highly correlated with accelerator release time and with standard deviation of
lane position and technologically is simpler to apply. Information from eye-gaze tracking
sensors can determine if the driver is not gazing through the front window (distracted for
FCW) or not gazing at the side mirror (distracted for LDW) (Choi, Kim et al. 2010). In
addition eye tracking may indicate if the driver is distracted from all driving tasks and if so a
general distraction warning may be added to FCW and LDW.
When driver alert monitoring is teemed with FCW, the systems are called Adaptive Forward
Collision Warning. When driver alert monitoring is teemed with LDW, the systems are called
Adaptive Lane Departure Warning. Reductions in alerts using AFCW in comparison with
FCW, have been measured at 70% and at 95% for A LDW compared with LDW (Hammoud,
Smith et al. 2008). Using both ALDW and AFCW compared with LDW+FCW, 85% warning
reductions were observed by Choi (2010).
It has been suggested that standards to the warning symbols, timing and methods used in
the human machine interface (HMI) be developed in the interests of minimising confusion
and fatigue (Karlow, Bruce et al. 2006).
4.6

Rollover warning (RW)

Technology which warns of an imminent rollover is currently under design. By the time a
driver has noticed that the curve was taken too sharply, it is usually too late to prevent a
rollover crash. This system uses an image to model the road curvature and then with
algorithms, the image, vehicle speed, acceleration and roll-angle, predicts and warns of an
imminent with 2-3 seconds notice (Chen, Yao et al. 2013).
4.7

Rear Collision Warning (RCW)

Neck region injuries represent over 90% of struck vehicle occupant injuries of rear-end
collisions (Jung, Cho et al. 2010). An about to be stuck driver/vehicle could make
preparations to lessen the likely injury if the driver/vehicle was forewarned. RCW systems
incorporate mm-wave radar and rear-view cameras and sensors which may be used to
initiate an audible warning and perhaps an active head-rest (ibid).
4.8

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

RCTA systems incorporate rear vision systems with an audible warning of potential collisions
of the reversing vehicle with approaching traffic. In comparison with wide Field of View
(FOV) Rear Vision systems, the use of RCTA systems reduced backing encroachments into
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the path of approaching traffic by up to 44%; they were also found to be associated with a
faster response and detection time (Neurauter, Llaneras et al. 2011).
4.9

Curve Speed Warning (CSW)

CSW technology is in development. It aims to identify and warn of upcoming hidden curves,
and sharp turns. The EuroFot study (Kessler 2012) found that drivers related positively to
the CSW systems, finding them useful in rural situations.
4.10

Road Departure Warning (RDW)

RDW technology is in development. It aims to identify and warn of lateral drift as well as
lane departure with the use of GPS, radar and cameras (Robinson 2010).
4.11

Headway Monitoring and Warning (HMW)

HMW warns the driver when the preceding vehicle is closer than a set value. It is generally
used as a part of Adaptive Cruise Control systems.
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5.0

Active Advance Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
5.1

Active Steering

5.1.1 Active Front and Rear Steering (AFS, ARS)
Active steering technology is in development. It is a steering system with variable gear ratio
technology which is realised by using an electronically controlled superposition of an angle
to hand steering wheel angle prescribed by the driver’s intention (Xu and Ahmadian 2013).
In low speed driving, a high value of gain maintains comfort for drivers to steer with less
effort. At high speeds, a low value of gain enables greater stability by reduced lateral
movements produced by driver steering effort.
Integration of active front-wheel steering, active rear-wheel steering, active suspension,
direct yaw moment control and independent brake force distribution is also in
development. An integrated ARS system (integrated dynamic control with steering, IDCS)
which aims to improve vehicle handling and stability under severe driving conditions (such
as on slippery roads) was shown to reduce the deviation from the centre line for a vehicle
running on a split m road (Song 2012).
5.1.2 (Active) Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA)
Active steering LKA technology is in development. In conjunction with a lane departure
warning (from LDW system) an automatic counter steering torque attempts to correct the
lane position of the vehicle. The driver still maintains steering authority. Future
developments may include adjustments to counter cross-winds, curves and ridges (Robinson
2010).
Developments include a speed and position dependent control strategy for heavy vehicles
which becomes less aggressive as the vehicle’s speed increases and the vehicle’s position
gets closer to the centre of the lane (Nhila, Williams et al. 2013). This system is expected to
produce less strenuous driving for heavy vehicles such as prime movers with trailers.
5.2

Active Accelerator Pedal

Active acceleration technology is in production (e.g. BMW X5 and Toyota Crown). Digital
Road Map (DRM) technology such as a GPS navigator is used to identify dangerous road
sections. If the vehicle exceeds a safe speed, the driver is warned as the curve is entered via
a counter force applied to the accelerator pedal which also acts to limit the cornering speed.
Alternatively, gear transmission control or adaptive cruise control (ACC) is used to control
speed rather than accelerator counter forces. The success of GPS technology at successful
curve sensing has been rated at only 50% (Kim, Kim et al. 2007).
5.3

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)/ Predictive Cruise control (PCC)

Adaptive Cruise Control actively controls acceleration and/or braking of the vehicle to
maintain a driver set distance (up to 200m) headway to a preceding vehicle. (Acceleration
may be controlled by gear transmission control.) In the absence of a preceding vehicle, a
driver set speed (of the speed limit) is maintained. ACC generally functions at vehicle speeds
between 0km/h and 200 km/h. ACC detects and tracks a preceding vehicle and will only
respond to preceding stationary vehicles if it has already been tracking the vehicle prior to it
stopping.
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ACC systems engage when manually switched on and ACC systems disengage when the
driver acts on the brake, when they are switched off by the driver, or when the vehicle being
tracking drops below a certain speed (e.g. 32 km/h).
ACC has been positively perceived by drivers and its use with FCW was found to hold the
following safety benefits (Kessler 2012):
•

16% increase in the motorway average time headway for passenger vehicles and 5%
for heavy vehicles ,

•

two thirds of harsh passenger vehicle braking manoeuvres on motorways were
prevented (45% on rural and 32% on urban roads) and

•

37% of harsh heavy vehicle braking manoeuvres on motorways were prevented

The EuroFOT study has found that, in addition to reducing the driver workload, reducing
brake interventions and increasing headway space with ACC (which has been supported by
other FOTs (Fancher, Ervin et al. 1998)), FCW + ACC has been associated with 2% and 1%
increases in average speeds on motorways for passenger vehicles and heavy vehicles
respectively and with 1.7% -to 2.7% fuel consumption reductions.
Drivers have found it easy to learn to use ACC and have shown preference of use in high
speed and moderate traffic densities (Fancher, Ervin et al. 1998).
ACC senses with radar technology with the general range of 2 to 150 m and angular
coverage of ± 8° (Mayser, Naab et al. 2006).
ACC which allows temporary driver input without deactivating the system is called
InterActive Cruise Control (iACC) (Mayser, Naab et al. 2006). The additional inputs of
acceleration or deceleration are permitted through a lever on the steering wheel which
moves in two opposing directions: one way for acceleration and the opposite for
deceleration. The concept is to enable the driver to prevent uncomfortable levels of
acceleration or deceleration and to allow for greater speed reductions if the system is
permitting a collision.
Recent developments in ACC have included increasing performance on curved roads and
velocity control using new look-ahead technology incorporating road geometry and mean
speed of traffic (Mihaly and Gaspar 2013, Zhang, Xiao et al. 2013).
Recent developments have also included the integration of DRM to predict oncoming slope
and curves so that intelligent and predictive cruise control (PCC) strategies may be
implemented to improve both safety and fuel consumption (Kock, Ordys et al. 2013) for
commercial vehicles. Long distance trucks and coaches have been shown to consume 77%
of their fuel at speeds above 65 km/h, so thus have a large potential for maximising fuel
efficiency on motorways using predictive cruise control (ibid). The potential fuel savings
were believed by Kock et al. to be sufficiently great to provide a benefit even after applying
the cost of the system.
For heavy vehicles the societal cost benefit ratio for ACC + FCW fitment ranged from 3.9-5.2;
no cost benefit was found for cars (ibid). Crash reduction benefits follow in Table 3.
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5.4

Active Braking

5.4.1 Adaptive Brake (AB)
The adaptive brake system is a hydraulic dual circuit electronically controlled system which
automatically activates the brakes when:
•

Conditions are wet to wipe the water film from the brake disc and

•

The need for priming before emergency braking is detected to decrease the time
needed for maximum braking.
5.4.2 (Active) Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA)

Active braking LKA technology is in development. In conjunction with a lane departure
warning (from LDW system) braking is automatically applied to each wheel individually to
apply a yaw force which attempts to correct the lane position of the vehicle. The driver still
maintains steering authority.
5.4.3 Blind Spot Assistance (BSA)
Active braking BSA technology is in development. In conjunction with a blind spot warning
system (e.g. millimetre sensor + CMOS camera) alerting that a vehicle present in the blind
spot area during a lane change manoeuvre, braking is automatically applied to generate a
yaw force in the opposite direction of the lane change (Hayakawa, Sato et al.) to assist the
driver in bring the vehicle back into the original lane. The system also uses yaw rate,
steering and accelerator opening sensors. The driver still maintains steering authority.
5.4.4 Autonomous Emergency Braking Systems (AEB)
Pre-Collision Systems (PCS), Crash Avoidance and Mitigation Systems (CAMS), Forward
Collision Avoidance and Mitigation Systems (FCAMS) and Forward Crash Avoidance
Technology (FCAT) are all names given to systems which use forward collision sensors to aid
the driver in avoiding a crash. These systems include FCW as well as systems which enhance
FCW with automatic brake activation, which aim to mitigate or completely avoid the
imminent collision. Systems with autonomous braking (AEB or FCDI, forward collision
detection and intervention) include Crash Imminent Braking (CIB) or Pre-emptive brake
assist systems (PBAS) which initiate before the driver applies the brake, as well as Dynamic
Brake Support (DBS) or Brake Assist Systems (BAS) which enhance driver applied braking.
The BAS system provides additional braking when it has deemed that after issuing a FCW,
the braking applied by the driver is insufficient to avoid a collision. The CIB system provides
initiates braking when it has deemed that after issuing a FCW, the driver has not initiated
any braking or steering responses. CIB systems often take early action to ensure that a
collision is avoided rather than mitigated.
AEB (also known as FCDI and automated emergency braking) targets rear-end crashes by
taking the forward collision warning a step further with the inclusion of an autonomous
braking intervention by the vehicle. The system can also warn the driver and prime the
braking system. Systems work at lower speeds (7km/h or 70 km/h) when detecting
stationary objects and at higher speeds when tracking moving preceding vehicles (7 to 250
km/h) (Schittenhelm 2013). Greater speed ranges are achieved by using a combination of
short and long range radar technologies. A range as large as 10-180km/h has currently been
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claimed as effective in light vehicles for targets moving in the same direction; the effective
range is 0-70km/h for stationary targets. They target the same crash types and use the same
sensor technology as discussed for FCW and thus face the same sensor limitations. The AEB
systems which were mandated in Europe for heavy vehicles were expected to be effective at
vehicle speeds from 20km/h (Robinson 2010).
(Emergency/Adaptive) Brake assist is a type of AEB system which senses emergency braking
or rapid lift off from accelerator pedal, and works with ABS and Electronic Stability Control
(ESC) to apply the maximum braking force. It is often combined with electronic brake force
distribution which distributes braking force automatically amongst each wheel according to
the available grip. Most drivers do not make the full use of the braking system available to
them. Brake assist systems (BAS) aim to improve drivers’ braking performance in emergency
situations by detecting the situation and increasing the chance that fast, efficient braking is
achieved (Breuer, Faulhaber et al. 2007) (Figure 9). The fast efficient braking should be the
maximum achievable braking rate or braking which causes full cycling of the Anti-lock
Braking system (Badea-Romero, Paez et al. 2013). The ABS will prevent wheel lock during
BAS activation.

Figure 9
Illustration of typical brake pressure build-up in
an emergency situation for ordinary drivers,
expert drivers and drivers supported by BAS
(Breuer, Faulhaber et al. 2007)

BAS systems have claimed to reduce
stopping distance by up to 45% on dry
roads (Breuer, Faulhaber et al. 2007) and
to reduce impact speeds by 5 to 7 km/h
(Barrios, Aparacio et al. 2009) or 24%
reduction in median velocity (Kusano and
Gabler 2012).

The BA system relies on a driver braking
actions, so would not activate in all
situations. Pre-emptive brake assist
systems (PBAS) or CIB will detect when a
collision is imminent using a collision
warning system, and in response initiate
the BAS functions in support of driver
braking, or automatically if driver does not
respond (Cairney, Imberger et al. 2010).
For example, in Mercedes-Benz systems,
the warning system starts with an audible
and visual alert 2.6 seconds before
calculated impact; then if there has been
no driver reaction after 1 second,
autonomous partial braking is activated;
and then after another second, if there is
no driver intervention of swerving or fullbraking, then full autonomous braking is
activated (Breuer, Faulhaber et al. 2007).

BAS are standard on a wide range of
Australian and New Zealand vehicles
including the full range of Mercedes-Benz
vehicles since 1997 (Cairney, Imberger et
al. 2010). BAS were mandated in new
vehicles in Europe in 2008.
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Some systems are crash mitigation systems, so they do not attempt to avoid collisions with
severe early braking. Such systems offset their lower potential benefits, with a decreased
risk of falsely employed automatic braking. They allow the driver to maintain control until a
point closer to the collision, however, in this time they often pre-arm the vehicle’s
secondary safety measures (e.g. seatbelt pre-tensioning). These mitigation systems aim to
reduce the force of the collision through reduction in impact speed with conservative
braking, which may start at deceleration rates as low as 2.5 m/s2 and end with a shorter
higher 5.9 m/s2 burst (Road Safety Committee 2008). Production of AEB systems places the
autonomous deceleration maximum typically at 4 m/s2. Deceleration may range from 0.2 to
>0.8 g depending on surface conditions and full ABS braking. AEB system braking may be
supplemented by a reduction in engine power, which has the potential to reduce impact
speeds by a further 15 km/h (Matsui, Han et al. 2011).
AEB system responses may be adjusted to below maximum levels to allow tyre grip to be
available for making directional changes, however it is of greater advantage for heavy
vehicles to maximise braking because of the added risk of roll-over produced by directional
change in emergency situations and because of the unlikely availability of manoeuvring
space. .
AEB systems may be coupled with other systems. AEB systems are often coupled with
LDWS and/or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). To avoid trailer swing when braking severely, it
is also advisable that Antilock Braking Systems (ABS) are used in conjunction. ABS has been
mandated in new models of medium to heavy goods vehicles and buses with less than 4
axles from July 1 2014 (Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development 2013). AEB
systems may also be coupled with traction control, electronic brake force distribution and
brake assist technologies.
Grover (2008) states that heavy vehicle braking systems are different from light vehicle
braking systems in that they are typically either fully pneumatic or electronically controlled
pneumatic (EBS) braking systems. The response time for a pneumatic brake system is longer
than for a hydraulic system, however EBS response times are faster than those of fully
pneumatic systems. EBS also has the advantage of more balance in braking. In combination
with AEBS, EBS braking systems maintain these advantages with the advantage of easily
integrating the autonomous control of the already electronic system. Fully pneumatic
braking systems are not as easily controlled autonomously and fitment of AEBS to vehicles
with this braking system has generally not been considered feasible.
Another issue of fitment is incompatibility of braking systems between a prime mover and
its trailer. If a prime mover fitted with AEBS was pulling a trailer with a fully pneumatic
braking system and no AEBS, the prime mover would respond faster than the trailer causing
instability which would be exacerbated by the ABS on the prime mover. Possibly wheel lock
of the trailer would result. However, test data has shown that the risks are no greater in
this situation than from rapid driver applied brakes.
Whilst originally developed to avoid, mitigate or warn of collisions with other vehicles or
fixed objects, AEB systems have now been adapted to prevent pedestrian crashes. In
addition to pedestrian crashes AEB systems specifically reduce severity or prevent the same
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crash types as FCW. Their potential benefits were identified to be greatest for pedestrian,
rear-end and head-on Australian crashes (Anderson, Doecke et al. 2013) and least for
obscured pedestrian and right angle crashes (Doecke, Anderson et al. 20152).
The average impact speed reductions by crash type possible with different AEB
configurations are illustrated in Figure 10. Speed reductions from the pre-collision systems
(PCS): AEB (CIB, PBAS) and BAS (DBS), in three scenarios: stopped principle other vehicle
(POV), slower POV and decelerating (POV), using two subject vehicles (SV1 and SV2) are
illustrated in Figure 11 (LeBlanc, Gilbert et al. 2014). The numbers such as 35/10 in the figure
refer, in miles per hour, to the subject and principle other vehicle initial speeds respectively.
In numbers such as 30/1.6s/0.3g, the 1.6s refers to the initial headway and the 0.3g refers to
the braking max for the POV. (0.15g), bracketed, refers to the max braking of the subject
vehicle. This figure clearly demonstrates both the effect of the impacted vehicle’s speed
and the differences in CIB and DBS effects. CIB is clearly more effective at speed reductions
in stopped and slower POV scenarios and reduces speed from 8 to 24 km/h. CIB has been
found to reduce impact speed of the striking vehicle by 12-50% (Kusano and Gabler 2010).
Benefits are evident for both the struck and striking vehicles: the median ΔV in a simulated
collision was reduced by 24% for the striking vehicle and 26% for the struck vehicle (Kusano
and Gabler 2011).

Figure 10
Average speeds by crash type and AEB system (Doecke, Anderson et al. 20152)
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Measured benefits associated with AEB
system fitment other than speed and
crash reductions have included:
•

A 10-14% reduction in insurance
repair claims that the studied vehicles
caused (Moore and Zuby 2013,
Schittenhelm 2013)

•

A 23% reduction in rear-end collision
insurance repair claims for equipped
vehicles (Isaksson-Hellman and
Lindman 2012)

•

19%-57% reduction in injured (MAIS
2+) belted drivers of vehicles in rearend collisions (Kusano and Gabler
2010): 36% reduction in striking
vehicle and 28% in struck vehicle
(Kusano and Gabler 2011).

•

A 60% reduction in injured occupants
in rear-end collisions up to 30k/h
(Isaksson-Hellman and Lindman 2012)

•

35% reduction in striking car occupant
serious injury (avoided)(Schittenhelm
2013).

Measured benefits associated with
BAS system fitment other than speed
and crash reductions have included:
•

6.5-9% reduction in car occupant
fatalities, 11% of road injuries, and 1012% reduction in pedestrian fatalities
(Page, Foret-Bruno et al. 2005),

Figure 11
Reductions in relative speed at impact
produced by AEB systems (LeBlanc, Gilbert et
al. 2014)

Grover (2008) found AEBS (without FCWS) to be highly likely to provide a cost effective
reduction in casualties with further technical developments and reductions in unit cost. In
2010, the Robinson European study of crashes in N2, N3, M2 and M3 vehicles (goods
vehicles with GVW>3.5t and buses with >8 seats per person) averaged over four years,
found AEBS to be cost effective in some situations over a wide range of model assumptions;
the mid-range benefit cost ratio was close to one for all heavy vehicle classes with one
exception. Fitment to N2 tractor units under 7.5 GVW was not found to be cost effective.
Kessler (2012), in a large scale field operational test, gave FWC + ACC systems a benefit cost
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ratio of 3.9-5.2. . Benefit cost ratio for AEBS in Australia has been estimated to be under
1.00 (with break-even costs of $800 to $2000) for light vehicles and 2.9 to 9.8 for heavy
vehicles (Anderson 2012).
Table 3 : Crash reductions estimated to be possible with Active systems
Reduction in rear-end
crashes
Light Vehicles
Heavy
vehicles

Study

Technology

(Breuer,
Faulhaber et al.
2007)
(Page, ForetBruno et al.
2005)
(Javier, Arturo et
al. 2013)
(Najm, Stearns et
al. 2006)
(Kessler 2012)

BAS

8%, 31% (2
different systems)

BAS

19%†

(Breuer,
Faulhaber et al.
2007)

AEBS

(Kusano and
Gabler 2010)
(Robinson 2010)
(Schittenhelm
2013)

AEBS

BAS + ABS
FCW+ACC

20% of all LCV fatal crashes
10% (13,17)

FCW+ACC

AEBS
AEBS

Other reductions

2-6% motorway, 0.5-0.7% rural road
and 0.14% of urban road injury
crashes from light vehicle fitment;
0.2-0.6% motorway injury crashes
from heavy vehicle fitment: 0.330.85% of fatal and 0.18-0.45% of
other injury crashes

47% mitigated in
severity, from this
17% could be
avoided.
0%-14%
53% mitigated in
severity, from this
35% could be
avoided.
38%

20-50%*

(Sugimoto and
AEBS
44% reduction in rear-end fatalities
Sauer 2005)
(Anderson,
AEBS
23-39% forward collision fatal crashes
Doecke et al.
37-51% forward collision injury
2013)
crashes
*This range was based on applying the reductions used by Grover (2008) which were disaggregated by injury
severity: 25-75% of fatalities became serious injury casualties, 25-75% of those seriously injured became
minor injured and 0-10% of minor injuries were avoided.
† Reduction applies to all BAS sensitive crashes.

AEB systems are standard fitment to the some Australian luxury new vehicle models
although this technology is now filtering down to a wider range of more affordable new
vehicles. In 2010 the cost of a collision detection, adaptive cruise control and automatic
braking system was estimated at approximately $2700 (Anderson, 2011) and in 2014 at $
US460 (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2014). A typical AEBS system in 2008
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has been found in Europe to cost as little as €200-€250 per vehicle (including fitment) for
exiting first generation technology and as much as €1,000 - €6,000 per vehicle for future
technology. Costs are expected to decrease rapidly as the technology becomes more
common.
Europe has mandated AEBS in the vehicles of the Robinson (2010) study. Mandated AEBS in
heavy vehicles is currently not under consideration in Australia. Exemptions from the
European heavy vehicle mandate are being sought on the grounds that AEBS is not effective
in vehicles without rear-end suspension. In these vehicles, changes in load change the
chassis height and may put the target vehicle for the AEBS out of the sensor view.
BAS have been mandated in new Australian Light Commercial goods vehicles (NA category)
from November 1 2017 and in passenger vehicles from November 1 2016 and in new
models of both from November 1 2015 2.
For more details about AEB systems the author refers the 2008 TRL report which
comprehensively details the technical requirements costs and benefits of AEB systems
produced at the time (Grover 2008).
5.5

Automatic Parking and Parking Assist

The vehicle with a parking assist system is manually controlled; however, environmental
sensors produce suggestions for the driver to act on, which may range from just visual
displays of blind spots or auditory warnings of imminent collisions when reversing to
suggestions of manoeuvres. Parking assist systems may control steering while the driver
maintains a safe speed or actively engage reverse gears. Automatic parking systems use
sensor information to fully control the steering wheel, and accelerator and brake pedals to
park the vehicle without driver intervention. AP and PA systems are currently in production
(e.g. Citroen C3, Lexus LS, Audi and Volkswagen).
Limitation include poor sensor efficiency in bad weather conditions, inability for AP to work
in non-standard car spaces and poor sensing of objects which suddenly appear in path (e.g.
cat) (Wang, Song et al. 2014). These systems are not likely to contribute to injury crash
reductions.
5.6

Bumper Air Bags

These are external airbags activated by signals from pre-crash sensors which aim to mitigate
the effects of weight, geometry and stiffness of heavier, taller or higher vehicles (e.g. SUVs)
when side impacting lighter vehicles (Barbat, Li et al. 2013). This technology is still in
development because current sensors make the system technologically infeasible.
However, suitable airbags have been designed and have been shown to have the potential
to reduce occupant injuries (Pipkorn, Fredriksson et al. 2007, Barbat, Li et al. 2013).
Occupants of passenger cars are at a greater risk of injury when side impacted by an SUV
than when side impacted by another passenger car because of the height mismatch leading
to the SUV front impacting above the stiff passenger car sill floor which leads to a greater
reduction in occupant survival space (Pipkorn, Fredriksson et al. 2007).
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/F2013L01853 Vehicle Standard (Australian Design Rule 31/03 – Brake
Systems for Passenger Cars) 2013

2
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5.7

Adaptive Driving Beam

Adaptive driving beam system provides nearly high beam visibility to the host driver whilst
preventing glare of the host vehicle lamps on other road users, both oncoming and
preceding. This is achieved by changing the light pattern and blocking the light from the
host where cameras have detected approaching vehicles. This is possible with halogen,
High Intensity Discharge and LED bulbs (Neumann 2014).
The cameras used in adaptive beam systems can be integrated with forward collision
systems to enhance night time vehicle detection (Basu, Awasthi et al. 2013): oncoming
vehicles up to 1 km away and preceding vehicles up to 250 m.
5.1

Adaptive Headlights

Adaptive headlights respond to vehicle speed, steering wheel rotation and vehicle yaw to
help a driver see around a curve in the dark, by illuminating the side of the road more than
the road itself. The lamps move up to 15° in response. As a result of directing the lights
downward, glare for oncoming vehicles is also reduced. Additional lighting may also be
used on the curve to supplement the main beams. Adaptive headlights are associated with
reductions in insurance claims (Moore and Zuby 2013).
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6.0

Integrated Active and Passive Safety Systems

Integrated systems have the potential to reduce the cost of multiple systems by sharing the
some of the same infrastructure such as sensors and active steering /braking structures.
Most new passenger vehicles use at least some structures shared by both ABS and ESC. One
larger integrated system is an integrated side/rear system which can run RCW, blind spot
detection and semi-automatic parallel and perpendicular parking with a single scanning
laser radar (Jung, Cho et al. 2010).
Traditionally passive systems (e.g. airbags and seatbelt pretensioners) do not deploy until
the beginning of impact. However, additional (radar and stereo vision) pre-collision sensors
or sensors already on the vehicle may be used to deploy passive systems pre-crash for
added safety benefit. For example ESC systems may be used to activate or pre-condition
passive systems if a collision appears unavoidable (Kuttenberger, Wisele et al. 2006). Such
passive system pre-conditioning includes pre-tensioning of seatbelts, pre-adjustment of the
seat and closure of windows and sun-roofs. Adaptive braking may also engage in the preconditioning sequence. One Bosch system uses the information sensed and processed by an
ESC system to detect untripped roll-over events and activate belt tensioners and curtain
airbags and another uses ESC signals to prepare a vehicle for a side-to-object impact by
deploying pyrotechnical and reversible restraint devices before contact. Both these Bosch
systems are enhanced by surround sensors which can also assist the driver with parking or
with ACC (ibid). Sensors may also be used to determine the pre-crash position of the vehicle
occupants to fine tune adjustments of seat-belts and airbags (Karlow, Bruce et al. 2006).
ESC sensed active roll-over sensing systems were found to reduce roll-over crashes by 65%
in SUVs and by 35% in passenger cars.
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Figure 12
Time Continuum between normal driving and post-crash rescue (Karlow, Bruce et al. 2006)

Figure 12 depicts a crash time scenario possible with integrated passive and active systems.
The time begins in the Avoidance phase with pre-crash radar and vision system scans and
visual, aural or haptic warnings of hazards. In the next phase (Mitigation), active safety
systems such as ESC, adaptive braking, and ACC intervene to supplement the driver
responses to gain control and reduce crash speeds. Following from this is the Pre-Crash
phase in which passive safety systems are pre-conditioned and active systems initiated. The
passive systems are fully deployed in the Crash phase.
Standard tests of integrated systems for regulatory authorities are constantly under
development as new technologies emerge
This report presents effectiveness of some safety technologies independently. However,
crash and injury savings attributed to each safety technology cannot actually be summed to
produce the total savings possible if the technologies were integrated within the vehicles.
This is because crashes may be sensitive to more than one safety technology. Police
reported crashes identified as sensitive to ESC, LDW and fatigue management systems
overlap considerably. All three system sensitivities include off path and loss of control
crashes, on a straight or curved piece of road, which don’t involve the making of turns,
running off the end of a road, being out of control on the carriageway or mounting traffic
islands. Essentially these three safety technologies prevent a lot of the same broadly
defined kinds of crashes. However, the method employed in crash prevention by ESC is
quite different from LDWS and FMS and this would mean that they act to prevent different
sub-sets of the overlapping crash types. FMS will help prevent any kind of fatigue related
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crash, whereas LDWS and ESC respond only in specific circumstances, however when these
are met, their targeted approach is likely to be more effective. ESC, as previously stated will
help a driver retain control from an over- or under- steer event, which is often related to
road curvature or low friction road surfaces (e.g. wet or gravel), whereas both LDWS and
FMS are not designed to regain yaw stability. In fact, LDWS are less able to function in wet
weather, due to the obstruction of the optical system, and do not work at all on unsealed
roads (without edge lines), so by definition are the least functional on the surfaces on which
ESC is the most functional. In addition LDWS work only at higher speeds, whereas both ESC
and FMS will function at lower speeds.
Lastly, ‘not-overtaking head-on’ crashes are both LDWS and AEBS broadly sensitive crashes.
These crashes represent only a small proportion of vehicle crashes.
6.1

Senior-Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (SADAS)

With the aging population, studies are now being carried out which identify problem driving
behaviours and relevant counter-measures possible with driving assistance systems which
may even include in-vehicle health monitoring systems (Paris, Bellet et al. 2014, Yang and
Coughlin 2014). In general, night vision sensors, lane change assist and parking assist have
been commonly suggested to have benefits for older drivers. However, although motivated
when they see the potential benefits, older drivers take longer to learn how to use in vehicle
technology, and when faced with false positive warnings, lose trust in the technology (Yang
and Coughlin 2014).
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7.0

Vehicle –to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Road-user (V2X)
Communications

V2V and V2X 3 systems share information to all linked entities about location and status with
over the air (OTA) communications. Information includes vehicle speed, direction, location
(road and lane and sometimes where in lane), acceleration and braking, and is received
from, and communicated to other networked entities of the full 360° around a road user or
vehicle. OTA communications can include radar, vision, laser and lidar for V2V 4; and
wireless networks (e.g. WLAN 802.11p), LTE (Long Term Evolution as UMTS, 3G successor
technology) and Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC, 5.9 GHz radio frequency)
for V2X 5. DSRC is reliable for up to 300m on roadways (Williams, Alves et al. 2012).
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are used
for identifying the vehicle position in the V2V or V2X network via line-of-site (to the
satellites). They are limited by the number of available satellites and the sky visibility (e.g.
obscured by tall buildings and dense tree cover), yet have been found to meet the general
position requirements of safety systems even to the level of the position within the lane
(Williams, Alves et al. 2012). However, in heavily treed, or in built-up areas, the GPS system
required additional input from vehicle sensors to enable vehicle safety systems to
adequately function.
V2V equipped vehicles can use the V2V network integrated with GPS to enhance active
safety or warning system performance. For example active steering and braking can be
initiated in a vehicle from V2V information in the following ways:
•

an Electronic Emergency Brake Light (EEBL) application will warn the driver when a
vehicle ahead has communicated a hard braking event and the host vehicle classifies
the communicating vehicle as in the same road;

•

a FCW system will warn the driver when another vehicle has been classified as in the
same lane and posing a forward collision threat; and

•

a Lane Change Advisor (LCA) system will provide a warning if the other vehicle has
been identified as in an adjacent lane and the host vehicle has been identified as
moving out of their lane.

V2V systems enhance the service provided by an active sensing system in that the V2V
system does not require line of sight (i.e. the vehicle may be around a corner or over a hill)
and is subject to a different set of limitations. For example it will function at night, in heavy
traffic, in heavy rain or snow, when there are no lane markings and when the sensor lens is
dirty. In addition V2I/V2V systems can detect in 360° so can mitigate or prevent collisions of
vehicles crossing the path of another. These types of crashes are currently not effectively
sensed by forward collision sensors. Increases in mitigated serious injuries of up to 20% has
been proposed as possible with the integration of V2X with active safety systems (Kusano
and Gabler 2013). It was estimated that although LDW and FCW could have the potential of
mitigating 6% and 39% of fatalities, respectively, the reduction in mitigated fatalities
possible with integrating V2X with LDW and FCW was raised to 59% (Figure 14).
V2X include V2V and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) networks.
These V2V networks are called wireless sensor networks (WSN) and when integrated with V2X are called
Vehicular Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks (VASNET).
5
V2X networks are known as Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET).
3
4
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V2X may also send information additional
to that provided by a sensor, such as the
strength of the braking in the vehicle
ahead, the traffic density ahead and
behind and the hazards to vehicles ahead.
A networked collision warning may take
the form of Figure 14.
V2X equipped vehicles can
receive/transmit useful information
from/to V2X intersections, intelligent
navigation systems, road
management/traffic monitoring systems
and internet services (updates to maps,
networks, weather, etc.).

Figure 13
Proportions of occupants, seriously injured
occupants (MAIS3+), and fatalities applicable
to active safety sytems (Kusano and Gabler
2013)

Figure 14
Collision recognition and warning (Dannheim,
Maeder et al. 2013)

Figure 15
Architecture of active driving safety
(Dannheim, Maeder et al. 2013)

Useful information sent from a vehicle may include crash location, weather information
gathered from vehicle sensors and vehicle location, speed, acceleration, direction and yaw
from GPS, ABS/ESC/ACC sensors. Information sent from a vehicle may be used to provide
road-side assist, identify vehicle clusters, track fleets, initiate vehicle active safety systems,
phase traffic lights and create or update traffic maps. Useful information sent to a vehicle
may include weather alerts (such as black ice and storms), speed limits, animals or obstacles
on the road and recommended routes. Figure 15 provides a diagram of the processes
involved in V2X communication. It is possible to forward alerts from vehicles to other
vehicles selectively and efficiently so that fast targeted propagation occurs (Lee, Bai et al.
2011).
Currently V2X provides warnings but in the future V2X could feed directly into vehicle active
steering and braking so that autonomous responses to a hazard may be made.
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7.1

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET)

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks(VANETs) are computer networks (Mobile Ad-hoc Networks)
which include moving nodes attached to vehicles and stationary infrastructure elements
(Simic 2013). Simic expects the distribution of VANETs to grow rapidly in the near future.
VANETs, which typically operate at 10 to 20 MHz, connect the vehicle to the internet via
roadside units (RSU). VANET are restricted by the road network, topology and traffic rules.
As the network nodes can be moving, nodes only communicate when they are in range of
one another. This means that the time to exchange information and authenticate its source
is probably less than 30s. Moving nodes also means that interference is constantly
changing; especially that from attenuations and reflections from moving metal objects. In
addition, increases in traffic density may cause channel congestion; interference and
synchronisation issues arise if multi-channel applications are used to reduce congestion.
7.2

Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)

DSRC technology supports high speed vehicles 6 and has current applications, although
international compatibility is not currently possible (Simic 2013). In Europe DSRC is used for
public transport management, traffic telematics and parking management (ibid.). DRSC has
been developed for Co-operative Collision Warnings (CCW) which uses V2V to prevent
vehicular collisions (ibid.). Simic (2013) suggests that an application with level crossing
warnings would benefit road users. DRSC has been developed to position vehicles relative
to one another in real time (Ansari, Wang et al. 2013).
7.3

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

RFID is currently used between vehicles and infrastructure (V2X) for toll road payment.
Communication is between the RFID tag in the vehicle and the RFID reader of the
infrastructure using an RF range of 2.446 -2.454 GHz. Communication capabilities allow the
vehicle to be out of line of site and work up to a range of about 60 m of the reader. It is
possible for tags to receive their power from the reader and hence operate without a
battery.
7.4

Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) standards

WAVE gives the VANET access to the internet via the road-side unit (RSU) routers.
7.5

Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs)

Highly automated vehicles are expected to be in production by 2020 (Holm, Lotz et al.
2014). These use environmental sensors, GPS and Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks to automate
the vehicle. The current feasibility and challenges are discussed by Holm et al. (2014).

6

WLAN 802.11a supports low speed users
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8.0

Intelligent Speed Adaption (ISA)

Intelligent Speed Adaption (ISA) assists compliance with speed limits by continuously
monitoring the vehicle speed against the speed limit, and then either warning the driver or
actively slowing the vehicle control systems. There are three forms of ISA available in
Australia; all are able to determine whether the vehicle is driving over the speed limit by an
interaction with a vehicle GPS (Cairney, Imberger et al. 2010). The GPS system may use
static or dynamic speed limits. Two of the three forms, Advisory and Supportive, are known
as Voluntary ISA. Advisory systems provide an auditory, visual and/or tactile warning of an
exceeded speed limit. Supportive systems initiate limiting of the speed but may be
overridden. Limiting/Mandatory systems automatically limit the speed but cannot be
overridden. ISA speed limiters may provide resistance to the throttle or dead the throttle.
An example of a Supportive ISA device is the in-vehicle speed limiter which produces a
counter-force in the accelerator pedal when the speed limit coded into a digital map using
the GPS system is reached and exceeded by a specified threshold (generally 0 to 2 km/h). In
this example the speed limiter may be over-ridden with force by the driver with the extra
force required acting as a deterrent to speeding (Ma and Andréasson 2005). A limiting
system will not act until the speed has been exceeded by a threshold (which is generally 3-5
km/h, depending on the speed limit), and a warning has been provided.
ISA has established effectiveness through a correlation between the reduction of free flow
speed and variance and the diminishing probability of pedestrian collision and risk of death
(Ma and Andréasson 2005). In UK field trials, over 2006 to 2008, speed distribution was
found to shift from a conventional bell shape to an asymmetric distribution biased towards
the high speed end: both speeding and speed variation were reduced, particularly for high
end speed zones (Lai and Carsten 2012) (Figure 16). In addition, ISA has not been found to
increase driver workload (Young, Regan et al. 2010). A recent Dutch field study on serious
speeders supported the speed distribution changes, using both advisory and limiting ISA
systems (with only a 15 s override allowed at a time), even in built up areas: serious speed
offences (>20 km/h) were almost completely absent (van der Pas, Kessels et al. 2014). This
study also suggested reductions in serious casualty crashes of 7-25% with the limiting and 333% for the advisory system; and reductions in fatal crashes of 11 to 36% and 4-47%
respectively for the limiting and advisory systems.
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control of momentary excesses, approach
speeds to curves, intersections and
roundabouts and car-following behaviour
(Ma and Andréasson 2005).

Figure 16
The impact of ISA on speed distribution (Lai
and Carsten 2012)

ISA are most effective at controlling
speeds in free-flowing traffic conditions,
specifically in 30-50 km/h ranges in the

This technology suffers from driver
acceptability issues especially in higher
speed ranges (Cairney, Imberger et al.
2010), when the speed limit is advisory
and when falsely (not) activated because
on-board maps are not up to date. The
systems may also not reflect temporal
speed limit changes due to road works,
school zones or the weather. The 20062008 field study observed driver
acceptance in the form of the percentage
of driving time spent with the system
over-ridden. They found that drivers were
more likely to over-ride the ISA when and
where it was most likely to be most
needed: on motorways, in built-up areas,
and if male, young or intending to speed.
Studies have generally found that drivers
find mandatory ISA more useful, but also
more frustrating than voluntary ISA.

ISA have been linked with making overtaking more hazardous (Jamson, Chorlton et al.
2012). Although drivers were found to be 35% less likely to attempt an overtaking
manoeuvre with active mandatory ISA turned on than with it turned off; drivers with ISA
turned on were also found less able to complete the manoeuvre before entering the endmerge part of the overtaking lane and more likely to sharply cut across on their return.
With voluntary ISA, acceptance when overtaking was poor; drivers disengaged the function
in 70% of overtaking manoeuvres.
ISA may is available in Australia as an option within navigation systems and as a dedicated
ISA system (SpeedAlert and Speedshield) (Cairney, Imberger et al. 2010). The cost of ISA is
not limited to the in-vehicle cost (approximately $3000 in new vehicles for supportive ISA),
as government infrastructure is also necessary to create, update and disseminate the digital
map databases in real time (Cairney, Imberger et al. 2010). The Victorian government has
estimated the cost of producing a speed limit map at $3 million (Road Safety Committee
2008). Retrofit is possible but not feasible on a cost basis. A cost benefit ratio has been
estimated at 0.29 to 4.03 (Doecke and Woolley 2011). The societal cost-benefit ratio for ISA
was predicted to break unity in 2025 in a UK scenario, and the largest potential benefit was
predicted for limiting or supportive ISA and in built up areas (30 mph roads) where there is
considerable speeding and a large proportion of pedestrians (Lai, Carsten et al. 2012).
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9.0

Electronic stability (ESC) and Roll Stability (RSC) Control

ESC and RSC are two stability systems designed to mitigate roll-over and loss of control
crashes. ESC helps the driver stay in control during an emergency manoeuvre by preventing
skidding from over- or under-steering. In light vehicles ESC prevents a driver from losing
control by applying wheel brakes or reducing engine power when it has identified that the
direction of travel is not as intended. Simulations have shown that an 88% reduction in loss
of control is possible, with 34% more drivers retaining control with ESC than without
(Papelis, Watson et al. 2010). It does this by using sensors that measure a vehicle’s steering
wheel angle, lateral and rotational acceleration and the speed at which individual wheels
are rotating, to continuously monitor the direction of travel. . In heavy vehicles ESC
includes the functions of RSC to mitigate first-event un-tripped roll-over crashes and in
addition, stabilizes yaw moments to mitigate loss of control crashes primarily by preventing
over and under steering.
In heavy vehicles, roll-over thresholds are set for a critical speed determined where the
wheel speed, lateral differences in weight distribution, lateral acceleration and air
suspension pressures have been determined to induce a roll-over event. ESC and RSC
systems respond when the (RSC and ESC) roll-over or (ESC only) loss of directional control
thresholds are approached. To stabilise the heavy vehicle, ESC applies individual brakes at
the corners of a vehicle, whereas RSC typically applies all of the drive axle brakes at a
uniform pressure. During a hard cornering event, an RSC system prevents the roll-over by
responding with braking to the detected lateral acceleration. However, on a slippery road
surface, insufficient traction may mean that lateral acceleration is not detected by the RSC
system resulting in loss of control. In situations like this, an ESC system will intervene and
maintain control by automatically applying selective brakes to generate a yawing moment
that helps the driver maintain directional control. These differences lead ESC systems to be
more effective at preventing loss of control (LOC) crashes. ESC systems were also found to
be more effective than RSC at preventing jack-knives (Brown 2009) and 8% more effective
than RSC systems (Woodrooffe 2011) at reducing costs associated with 5 axle heavy vehicle
roll-over events.
Both ESC and RSC have been found to be effective at reducing heavy (prime mover and
trailer) vehicle rollover events (Barickman 2009, Brown 2009) resulting from tight curve
negotiating. Brown (2009) found these two systems were able to adapt to different
combinations of equipment and loads. However, Barickman, (2009) concluded that ESC
and RSC were capable of sensing or estimating the load but not estimating the centre of
gravity of the load.
ESC and RSC systems will likely have different efficacy and cost benefits in different types of
heavy vehicles. Cost benefits differ because the cost of fitment varies as does the cost of
the crash. ESC is tuned according to features specific to a heavy vehicle such as steering
features, height, weight, centre of gravity and wheel base. Thus the differences in efficacy
when the system is properly tuned will be related to how well ESC can do its job. This is not
likely to be greatly different in vehicles that manoeuvre in a similar way. In fact, the
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performance of ESC systems in motor coaches ( with 16 or more seats) was evaluated as
preventing target rollover and LOC crashes in a similar manner to prime movers when an
identical set of test manoeuvres were performed (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration 2012, Elsasser 2013). However, Pearson (2011) showed concern over the
fact that the ESC supplied in new vehicles is tuned to the prime mover without the trailer,
which when attached will radically alter the centre of gravity, wheelbase and height, and
thus mean that the ESC thresholds are improperly set
There are RSC systems that can be fitted to trucks, prime movers and trailers and there are
RSC systems only available to trailers (Trailer Roll Stability Systems). ESC systems may not
be fitted independently to trailers. Within a trailer-truck combination, performance will vary
according to what combinations of EBS, ABS, RSC and ESC are involved. Trailer Roll Stability
Control (TRSC) Systems have no interaction with the towing vehicle and thus no ability to
reduce engine torque in the prime mover (Barickman 2009). Because both RSC and ESC
work on the prime mover, they have a faster response (because lateral forces are
experienced at the prime mover before the trailer) and they have a stronger braking torque
than TRSC systems (ibid). Advantages over TRSC include the better mitigation of wheel lift
under test procedures (ibid). ESC systems fitted to both the trailer and prime mover do
communicate, but the delay in receiving information from the trailer through the flexible
coupling may reduce the efficacy of roll mitigation (Pearson 2011). If a prime mover with
ESC is coupled with a trailer without ESC the risk of trailer lock up is increased unless the
trailer has a load sensing or electronic brake system (ibid).
TRSC, ESC and RSC are typically integrated with anti-lock braking systems (ABS); some are
even integrated with AEBS. ABS also work to reduce loss of control crashes, however ABS
targeted crashes are caused by wheel lock-up rather than by steering manoeuvres. Thus the
mandating of ABS does not make ESC systems redundant because the two systems address
different crash causes.
Improvements in ESC continue (Tchamna and Youn 2013); especially in electric vehicles
(Nam, Oh et al. 2012, Yin and Hu 2014).
Recent efficacy studies have been carried out for single unit trucks (Woodrooffe, Blower et
al. 2011), as well as for five axle prime mover semitrailer combinations and heavy vehicles
with a GVW of 12 tonnes and greater, in un-tripped first event rollover and loss of control
crashes, using computer simulation results due to the lack of ESC and RSC market
penetration (Woodrooffe 2009). The following table, taken from (Wang 2011) summarises
targeted crash reduction rates from ESC and RSC fitment .
Table 4 : Effectiveness rates for ESC and RSC in heavy vehicles (>=12t) by target crashes
Technology
Overall
Rollover
Loss of Control
3
2,3
28-36
40-56
142,3
ESC
21-303
37-531
32,3
RSC
1 (Murray 2009) The high end of this range was due to rollovers on curved roadways at excessive speeds and
the low end was from motor carrier information for rollover crashes in general.
2 (Woodrooffe 2009, )
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ESC rollover reduction was 0 (straight, wet roads) -75% (dry curved roads).
ESC LOC reduction was 7 (straight, dry roads) to 19% (curved, dry roads).
RSC rollover reduction was 0-72%
RSC LOC reduction was 0-7%
3(Wang)
The effectiveness ratings of (2) were modified with the probability of occurrence of each case examined
in the computer simulation to give 47% reduction in ESC rollover crashes and a 44% reduction in RSC
rollover crashes and the LOC figures in the table. 44% is the midpoint of the range from (1), and using
the same uncertainty on 47%, the range 40-56% resulted.

Woodrooffe (2011) examined the efficacy of stability control systems in single unit nonarticulated trucks without trailers by using 2003-2007 heavy vehicle crash data, track testing
and engineering judgement. ESC was judged to mitigate 13.7% of all single unit truck fatal
involvements. This study identified ESC as being effective in crashes beyond ‘loss of control
run-off road’ and ‘first-event rollover’ types: for example, loss of control from a truck
avoiding another vehicle approaching it head-on, where a head-on or side-swipe collision
results. Woodrooffe identified ESC relevant involvements in 63% of LOC run off road, 61%
of first event rollover, 27% of ‘other single vehicle’, 21% of ‘other run-off road’, 21% of
‘opposite direction’, 11% of ‘turning/intersection’, 6% of ‘hit object on road’, 6% of ‘same
direction’ and 13% overall fatal crashes. 2.3-6.5% of non-fatal crashes were ESC relevant:
57-61% of roll-over, 56% LOC run-off road, 18% of ‘other run-off road’ non-fatal crashes
were found to be ESC relevant.
In 2008 to 2010 heavy vehicle crash data, 22% of Police reported injury crashes were
identified as ESC sensitive: 15% via loss of control and 7% via roll-over.
A 2010 meta-analysis into the effects of ESC in passenger vehicles using crash data(Hoye
2011), has shown that ESC had a greater crash reduction effect
•

on fatal crashes, than of crashes of other severities (all fatal crashes reduced by
about 40%),

•

for LTVs than for cars, and

• for rollover crashes (then run-off road crashes) than for other crash types.
In addition, the MUNDS study (Fildes, Keall et al. 2013) found that ESC
•
•

was up to twice as effective in high speed zones as in low speed zones, and
had a greater benefit in wet conditions than on dry roads, with greater differences at
low speeds.

In fact, the performance of both ESC and RSC were found (Brown 2009) to be highly
dependent on the driver’s speed. It is also dependent on how well the system has been
calibrated to the vehicle on which it is fitted.
ESC has been shown to prevent 32% of Australian single light vehicle injury crashes entirely
(Newstead and Scully 2007, Scully and Newstead 2010). The effect has been shown to be
greater in LTVs than in passenger cars: specifically, passenger vehicles, (separated into
passenger cars and SUV/vans) involved in roll-overs crashes (all severity) in the US from
1995 to 2006 were found to have 0.61 (0.46-0.82) [respectively 0.77 (0.52-1.12) and 0.40
(0.26-0.61)] the relative risk with ESC available than without (MacLennan, Marshall et al.
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2008). ESC effectiveness as published in the Hoye meta-analysis, in the recent Australian
study (Scully, 2010) and in a comprehensive 2011 Canadian study have been summarised in
Tables 5 and 6
Careful consideration of the crash set used in the studies must be considered when applying
the estimated efficacies; this includes road alignment, road surface condition, fleet
composition (type and age), driver behaviour, driver demography, speed limits, accuracy of
ESC calibration and weather conditions (e.g. curved roads and excessive speed).
Benefits of ESC also include providing a longer life for tyres from the avoidance of flat
spotting during hard stops and permitting a more aggressive steer input prior to loss of
control (Woodrooffe, Blower et al. 2011). ESC contributes an insignificant proportion of the
vehicle weight so the increase in fuel use attributable to the extra weight of the ESC system
over its lifetime is considered negligible.
Both RSC and ESC fitment in prime movers were found to have positive net benefits (Murray
2009, Woodrooffe, Blower et al. 2011, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
2012), however retrofitting of ESC and RSC to prime movers was considered too complex to
be feasible and retrofitting of TRSC was considered not to be cost effective (National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2012). Park (2012) provides an ESC per truck (prime
mover + trailer) benefit of US$635 per year. The benefits from this study were arrived from
the simulation of LOC and rollover crashes.
Table 5 : Effectiveness rates for ESC in light vehicles (≤ 3.5 t) by target (ESC sensitive)
crashes (only significant results reported)
Severity
Single
MultiAll Single + Cars (S)1*
LTV/SUV
1,2,3
vehicle
vehicle
Multivehicle (S+M)
(S)1(S+M)2,3
Driver Injury 32%(23,39)1
8% (1,15)1
23%(12,32)1* 65%(52,74)1*
crashes
,34%(18,47)1
Injury
49%(32,62)2, 28%(8,44)2
55% (48,61) 2
70%(59,77)2,
2
crashes
42%(33,49)3
,21%(16,27)3 44%(34,52) , 26%(17,35)3
19% (11,26)3
All severity
27%(23,32)1, -8%(-4,-12)1, 41%2
19%(13,24)1* 56%(49,62)1,
19%2
23%2
,29%2
52%2
Dry Roads
Injury
crashes
All severity
Wet Roads
Injury
crashes
All severity

47%(36,55) 2
36%2
50%(33,62) 2
36%2

1 (Scully and Newstead 2010) 2 (Chouinard and Lecuyer 2011) 3 (Hoye 2011)
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Table 6 : Effectiveness rates for ESC in light vehicles (≤ 3.5 t) by all crashes
Roll-over crashes
All crashes
Severity
All
Cars
LTV/SUV
All
Cars
Driver Injury
crashes
Injury crashes
All severity

60%
(48,69)1
70%
(59,76)3
56%
(47,63)1

46%
(26,60)1
56%
(41,68)3
34%
(19,46)1

80%
(67,88)1
76%
(65,84)3
82%
(74,87)1

Dry Roads
Injury crashes
All severity
Wet Roads
Injury crashes
All severity

LTV/S
UV

12%2

9%2

17%2

10%2

6%2

14%2

7%2
7%2
9%2
7%2

1 (Scully and Newstead 2010) 2 (Chouinard and Lecuyer 2011) 3 (Hoye 2011)

The cost of an ESC system to a new heavy vehicle already fitted with ABS/EBS has been
estimated at AUS$2000 (Pearson 2011) or higher if it is purchased as part of a package.
Pearson (2011) estimates that without ABS/EBS, the cost is likely to be AUS$6000 higher.
Even greater costs are expected if the system is retrofitted.
ESC is now standard to most passenger vehicles since in Australia it is mandated although
this is not yet the case in New Zealand. In New Zealand about 90% of cars and commercial
vehicles sold new from 2009 have had ESC fitted. Fitment in Australian light commercial
vehicles has only recently been mandated. A National Road Safety Strategy November 2012
progress report 7 informed that mandating ESC in heavy vehicles in Australia is under
consideration. However, Pearson (2011) found few manufacturers currently supplying
Australia to offer ESC.
ESC is also commonly known as ESP (Electronic Stability Program), ASP (Active Stability
Control), DSC (Dynamic Stability Control), VSC (Vehicle Stability Control) and VSC (Vehicle
Skid Control).

7

Department of Infrastructure and Transport (2012). National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020:

Implementation status report. Canberra, Department of Infrastructure and Transport, Australia.
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10.0 Fleet Penetration of Safety technology in Australia and New Zealand
With the exception of ESC, penetration of new active safety technologies into the Australian
and New Zealand registered fleet is poor. ESC has already substantially penetrated the
Australian light passenger vehicle market as indicated by the 2011 Victorian data shown in
Table 7 (from Polk); 100% of new large and medium vehicles and more than 95% of compact
and medium SUVs were sold with ESC as standard. ESC with BAS has been mandated in new
Australian Light Commercial goods vehicles (NA category) from November 1 2017 and in
passenger vehicles from November 1 2016 and in new models of both from November 1
2015 8.
Table 7 : Victorian passenger vehicles sold with Electronic stability control as standard by
market group (2011, Polk)
Market group
All vehicles Victoria
Large Vehicles
Medium Vehicles
Small Vehicles
Light Vehicles
People Movers

ESC

Market group

ESC

SUV Large
SUV medium
SUV-compact

58%
99%
97%

All Commercials
Pick-Up 4*2
Pick-Up 4*4
Vans

27%
38%
20%
23%

81%

100%
100%
85%
74%
94%

In Europe in 2012, AEB was still not offered in 79% of new car models and 66% of
manufacturers did not offer an AEB system in any of their new car models (Schram, Williams
et al. 2013). With the November 2015 mandating of BAS in new models of cars, penetration
in the fleets is set to follow the way of ESC in Australia.
If fleet buyers take on the successful policies of the South Australian Department for
Transport, Energy and Infrastructure, which then flow onto the private market place,
penetration of safety technology will be faster. The DTEI policies mandated light vehicles
purchased from April 2008 to have amongst other features ESC, ABS and a four star ANCAP
rating (Leyson 2010). In the two years following no loss of control crashes occurred with
any of the vehicles meeting the policy and the proportion of new vehicle crashes of all fleet
crashes dropped from 30% to 11%. In terms of cost benefit, the additional cost per vehicle
for the mandate to be achieved was averaged at only $230 per vehicle. The benefits of the
flow on of fleet purchasing policies to the wider community has been established,
particularly with respect to forward collision avoidance technologies (Budd, Newstead et al.
2013).

http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/F2013L01853 Vehicle Standard (Australian Design Rule 31/03 – Brake
Systems for Passenger Cars) 2013

8
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11.0 Future Benefits of New Safety technologies in Australia
Projected reductions in Australian passenger vehicle serious and fatal occupant injuries from
mandated fitment of specific vehicle safety technologies to new vehicles from 2010 to 2020
was modelled by MUARC (Figure 17). The proportion of injury reductions possible in vehicles
new at each crash year depicted in Figure 17, is on top of those predicted from general
vehicle safety improvements and changes to vehicle age and vehicle market group
distributions. Fitment for Forward Collision (FC), Fatigue Management, Lane Change and
Lane Departure Systems were modelled with a sigmoid curve veering 0% fitment in 2010
and 70% fitment in 2020 new vehicles. ESC fitment was based on Victorian new vehicle data
from Polk to 2011 and modelled similarly to a 100% 2017 fitment.

Figure 17
Proportion of occupant injuries expected each crash year due only to technology fitment modelled
with 70% fitment in 2020 new vehicles, Australia

The MUARC study found that changes in passenger vehicle fleet safety in terms of occupant
fatal and serious injuries, expected from market and age distribution changes along with
general vehicle safety improvements that occur over time, were predicted to produce
decreases in Australia of about 20-40% in the ten year period to 2020. Projecting a reducing
injury crash vehicle fleet was observed to almost double the savings expected in 2020 when
fleet size was projected to remain at the 2010 level. It was also seen that safety
improvements, in terms of fatal and serious injury reduction, predicted over the same
period from the mandating of specific safety technologies in new 9 vehicles, was small in
comparison, amounting only to less than 1 percent in new vehicles. Over the entire fleet
vehicles, the proportion is even smaller, as new vehicles represent 7-8% of the passenger
vehicles of each crash year.
9

A new vehicle is one that has a year of manufacture equal to its crash year.
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12.0 Benefit Summary and Policy recommendations
The table below summaries the approximate effectiveness in targeted crash reduction and
the approximate Australian proportion of targeted injury crashes for some emerging vehicle
safety technologies. Using this table, along with estimates of fitment, potential crash
savings may be approximated. Note, that in cases where the percentage of target crashes is
small (e.g. 5%) the severity of the targeted crash may increase the relevance of the
technology. For example lane departures are the cause of a large proportion of head-on
crashes, which have very serious consequences, but overall head-on crashes make up only a
small proportion of injury crashes. In this example, LDW systems have a large impact at
reducing serious injuries and fatalities (Section 4.2).
Table 8 : Approximate mid-range effectiveness of Emerging Safety Technologies

FCW
AEB
LDW

Light
Heavy
Light
Heavy

LCW
RCTA
ISA
Heavy
ESC
Heavy
RSC

% Effectiveness %target crashes of injury crashes
53
80
21
57
35
As above
30
14
38
5
37
5
44
25 reductions in serious casualty crashes
14 LOC 48 RO
15% LOC, 7% rollover
3 LOC) 45 RO As above

Clearly the greatest overall crash benefits are in forward collision avoidance because of the
high proportions of metropolitan, intersection, multivehicle and rear-end crashes in
Australia and New Zealand. Section 7.0 showed that forward collision avoidance enhanced
by V2V networks could extend forward collision avoidance (by AEB) beyond rear-end
collisions to vehicles colliding at right angles potentially preventing 60% of serious injuries
and fatalities.
However, Section 2.0 demonstrated the growth in heavy vehicle traffic in Australia and an
increasing trend for serious rural heavy-vehicle crashes. To address this there are ESC, RSC,
LCW and LDW and their variants, which help the drivers maintain control and stay within
their lane. Extending the mandate of ESC to heavy vehicles may significantly help in
reducing the road toll component from heavy-vehicle crashes.
In addition, the reader is reminded that crash benefits are not summative and that benefits
extend beyond crash reductions. Emerging technologies contribute to
•

More efficient traffic flow and hence less pollution (e.g. ACC, V2X),

•

More efficient emergency braking (e.g. BAS),

•

Better fuel efficiency (e.g. ACC),

•

Decreased speeding behaviour (e.g. ISA),

•

Increased visibility of hazards (e.g. vehicle rear, blind-spot, night vision,
reduced glare, better illumination),

•

Decreased impact velocity and energy (e.g. AEB, active braking) and
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•

Enhanced reaction times and general awareness.

Although the cost-benefits of ISA and V2X are likely to be poor for the near future, the
potential these technologies hold may greatly help in improving traffic flow and decreasing
crashes. Drivers armed with knowledge of congestion, crash locations, weather events and
hazardous vehicles can better avoid crashes, particularly if autonomous functionality is also
developed. Integrating V2X into ISA will enable variations to speed limits to supplement the
speed limit knowledge of the GPS system and consequently provide better driver
acceptance of the system.
Hazard warnings from sensors or V2X networks generally improve the ability of drivers to
avoid or mitigate crashes. Autonomous functions generally enhance their ability to do so.
Driver acceptability of handing over control is improving with technological advancements
and integration reducing false positive and negative warnings. Such advancements include
head/eye position monitors in adaptive LDW and adaptive FCW.
The fusion or integration of technologies enables deficiencies in one technology to be
overcome by another and their limitations to be reduced. The mandating of technologies
has allowed designers to build additional safety functions from the mandated base. For
example ESC sensors are being used to prime passive safety measures. Thus it is important
to continue mandating technologies to provide the sensory building blocks for additional
safety possibilities. Encouragement of the adoption of technologies not yet mandated by
fleet managers will also help spread the technology through the general marketplace,
perhaps with the added bonus of a cost-benefit to the fleet manager.
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